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Shiki 

"Top Japanese Eatery"

Set in the upper lobby of the InterContinental, Shiki offers top taste too.

Specializing in tempura and teppanyaki, Shiki's master chefs entertain

with their spectacular table-top cooking. The authentic Japanese décor

features teppanyaki tables seating up to 10 people, with each table having

its own hotplate as a centerpiece. The local seafood on the platter is

outstanding. The wine list is extensive and the set dinners provide an

excellent method of sampling some of the house specialties. Smoking is

permitted at the dessert tables.

 +61 8 8238 2433  www.icadelaide.com.au/dining/shiki-

japanese/

 North Terrace, InterContinental,

Adelaide SA
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Wasai Japanese Kitchen 

"Japanese Specialties"

Ideal for casual dinners with friends and family, Wasai Japanese Kitchen

offers delectable Japanese creations expertly prepared by the chefs. Try

the sashimi boat or the karaage chicken to experience the fine taste of the

spices and condiments that are used to prepare the food. The restaurant

staff is polite and helpful and service is quick.

 +61 8 8221 6606  wasai@iinet.net.au  9/15 Field Street, Adelaide SA
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Sushi Planet 

"Contemporary Japanese Sushi House"

Located in the heart of the city, Sushi Planet is a delightful restaurant

serving a range of modern Japanese creations as well as sushi wonders.

Enjoy the selection of Quinoa Rolls that come in vegetarian, salmon and

tuna variations. There is Nigiri as well as Sashimi. One can also savor the

skewers of beef, fish and chicken served with tangy sauces. Cocktails are

also available.

 +61 1800787447  sushiplanet.com.au  info@sushiplanet.com.au  1/60 West Terrace, Adelaide

SA
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